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Tune up
Do you love the extraordinary? And do you want lighting 
with exciting designs, endless application possibilities, and 
super-easy installation? The new Wever & Ducré collection 
is the answer to your search for change: Each light is a high-
light in its own right. Whether solo or in combination, they 
bathe rooms in a completely new, exciting light. Time for 
some reinvention. Time for a bold makeover. Tune up your 
light ... and life!
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LECA

FINELLE

PERLEZ IP44

PERLEZ SPIN + GRID

New products

A classy touch

A true gem

Let light follow you

Lets twist again

With its simple, linear shape, FINELLE looks like a modern installation that floats 
weightlessly in the room. Its tubular glass body is interspersed with fine grooves on the inside, 
creating particularly beautiful visual effects. The aluminium suspension is available in matt 
black or white and in a delicate champagne shade. It emphasises the minimalist design of the 
light, which is perfect for private living and dining areas as well as modern offices or shops.

The goddess Venus would be delighted: PERLEZ IP44 illuminates bathrooms, spas, etc. like 
a shimmering pearl. Available in three sizes, the light is a perfect symbiosis of functionality 
and decoration. Whether discreetly mounted on the ceiling or as an eye-catching clip on 
the mirror, PERLEZ IP44’s opal glass is ideally protected against splashing water and 
simultaneously creates a gentle, relaxing atmosphere for body and soul.

What else will PERLEZ surprise you with? With SPIN and GRID, two unusual mounting 
variants that allow the light to be positioned completely independently of the power outlet. 
Do you want to flexibly adapt your lighting to any situation? SPIN‘s swivelling arms make this 
possible in just one movement. To illuminate larger areas, such as a living room, PERLEZ is 
best combined with GRID, allowing four of the beautifully designed lights to shine from the 
ceiling.

Small, round, and so discreet that you only notice it at second glance – that‘s LECA, a 
Scandinavian-inspired aluminium light that blends seamlessly into modern interiors. It can 
be swivelled both vertically and horizontally and perfectly highlights pictures, plants, or your 
favourite spot in the living room. If you want to illuminate larger areas such as meeting rooms 
or lobbies, LECA can also be used as a multi-spotlight to create a particularly harmonious 
ambience. Thanks to a special honeycomb louver, the intensity of the light can if wanted be 
adjusted. LECA is available as a surface-mounted or recessed light and in three different 
colours.
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MATCH FLOOR

FINLIN FLOOR

REED

GEO

New products

Almost invisible

The shape of nature

Look at the flowers

Your new book club member

How far can form be reduced? Quite far, our designers think, and with FINLIN Floor they 
have developed a light that you deliberately only notice at second glance. With its quiet 
elegance, it stays discreetly in the background and directs the focus to other things. Despite 
its slim shape, the light, which is available in white or black, is robust and can be swivelled up 
to 10 degrees. It provides particularly soft, indirect light and is the perfect partner for other 
minimalist lights such as MATCH Floor.

REED‘s biomorphic shape is reminiscent of long, slender reeds and blends in perfectly with 
its natural surroundings. It discreetly draws the eye to paths, sculptures, and other striking 
landscape features, and can be securely anchored to the ground with a spike. Thanks to its 
IP65 protection class, it is particularly resistant and securely protected against dust and rain. 
Perfect for gardens or parks, which it can illuminate in two lengths and two colours. By the 
way: If you want to connect several lights at once, no problem. It is foreseen for our 24 Volt 
Plug & Play system with just a single driver.

Spotlights emphasise what is important – even outdoors. That‘s why GEO IP65 can be used 
to emphasise paths or driveways, and also small exotic trees, sculptures, or architectural 
features. And all this in a remarkably simple way. The dust- and rain-resistant spotlight can 
be flexibly swivelled and securely anchored to the ground with a spike. This makes it the ideal 
tool for dramatic, beautiful lighting effects. Whether in matt bronze or anthracite. A quick tip: 
If you want to connect several lights, then you will be happy to know that this light is using our 
24 Volt Plug & Play system that only requires a single driver.

Good news for all those who find it hard to put down their favourite book: MATCH Floor can 
keep up with any reading marathon. The slim free-standing light provides glare-free light 
and can be flexibly adjusted thanks to the swivelling spot. With its minimalist design and a 
standing height of 1.2 m, it blends seamlessly into many interiors and changes light intensity 
in just one movement. This is made possible by the integrated dimmer in the base.
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POLA

New products
POLA lights your way

POLA sets the perfect scene for gardens, driveways, or paths, ensuring safe and glare-free 
illumination of outdoor areas at night. Thanks to its slim, minimalist shape and subtle colour 
selection, it blends quietly into the landscape and can be positioned with a ground fixation 
plate or flexibly with a spike. This means that spontaneous parties, summer festivals, or 
weddings can also be illuminated simply and effectively. POLA is available in two lengths and 
two colours and can also be combined with several lights via our 24 Volt Plug & Play system. 
And all with just one driver.
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2023

From Belgium with love
OUR HERITAGE STORY

TLDR
Headquarters Kortrijk / Belgium
Established early ‘80s
Management Johan De Smedt, Paul Fraissler,
 Elke Jongbloet
Sales Management Oliver Märsch, Kobe Jacxsens
Turnover EUR 60 million
Employees 115
On stock > 90%
Products 4.755 items
Parcels/year 86.119 pieces
Sales Belgium, Germany, France, Italy,

Netherlands, Switzerland, Austria, 
Spain, Poland, Finland, Sweden, Norway, 
Asia Pacific, United Kingdom, UAE

Delivery in 65 countries worldwide

ANY OTHER QUESTIONS? 
Christina Schuller | T +43.664.88695793
press@weverducre.com
Get your digital press kit here:  weverducre.com/presskit

FOLLOW US

EXCITING BELGIAN DESIGN LIGHTING 
FOR EVERYONE, DELIVERED FAST.

Every story has to have a beginning. Ours begins in the early eighties, when a handful of young 
Belgians decide to start a new lighting company. So far, so good. Yet what name should the 
company be given? Since several official languages are spoken in Belgium – including Flemish 
and French – there was only one choice: The name would need to be equally at home in 
both worlds, phonetically. Then, by chance, a document fell into the hands of the company’s 
founders: a little guide to a successful life. His advice: hard work (“WErklust”), trust (“VER-
trouwen”), and enthusiasm (“ENthousiasme”), but also courage (“DUrf”) and a good dose of 
creativity (“CREativiteit”). Today, these five points still constitute our company philosophy.

We all know it, the famous glimpse at the ceiling during 
which you think: “Well, everyone really does have that light.” 
That’s why we strive to achieve lighting solutions that first 
and foremost fit the description: unique. Who inspires us 
in the process? People like you, who share our enthusiasm 
for beautiful things and attach as much importance to noble 
design as to high-quality workmanship. Does it sound pas-
sionate? Well, that’s what it is. After all, life is simply far too 
short for boring lighting.


